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Abstract—The purpose of this paper is to apply data mining 

technique for medical diagnostic system on web application 

supporting Thai language. This web would help users to reduce 

expense and time of visiting doctors. It is capable of giving 

preliminary diagnosis. The proposed system will discover the 

implication knowledge with association rules derived from formal 

concept analysis (FCA) to advice co-symptom of diagnosing to 

achieve more correctly. The association rules are built from its 

subconcept and superconcept relation from concept lattice. In 

addition, the proposed system supporting Thai language is 

challenged because this language is streaming string without the 

boundary delimiters. The proposed system is developed based on 

online web application to demonstrate real situation. The result 

show that the proposed system can suggest co-symptom to achieve 

more correctness for medical diagnostic. 

 

Index Terms—Medical Diagnostic System; Data Mining 

Technique; Web-based; Formal Concept Analysis. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data mining is important knowledge discovery in the 

information industry. The techniques of data mining are widely 

used to extract from big data [7, 9, 10]. One of the most popular 

techniques to perform data mining is discovering association 

rules [7, 11, 17]. Association rule is mostly used for discovering 

interesting relations between variables in large databases. In 

healthcare, the techniques of data mining has been used as well 

in various aspects to discover knowledge for healthcare 

information [6, 7, 15, 14, 20]. The relation of a large amount of 

information is generated to diagnosis, disease identification and 

treatment of an individual. Mostly, the diagnosis and treatment 

of disease from the clinical data set is used to extract the 

knowledge for providing scientific decision-making.  To 

discover the related of medical data, association rules is applied 

to obtain interesting patterns. These rules may aid the diagnosis 

and prognosis of diseases to identify the relationship that occurs 

among several diseases. Moreover, association rules [11, 16, 

17] have been applied to extract the knowledge from medical 

history, laboratory and demographic data [1, 13, 16, 20]. Thus, 

this paper proposes an application for medical diagnostic 

system based on association rules using formal concept analysis 

(FCA) in the general rules acquisition.  

FCA [2, 12, 19] is widely used for data analysis in concept 

lattice form in information science [25]. This approach provide 

the hierarchical structure of information. The obtained structure 

in concept lattice is formed the relationship of generalization 

and specialization of information. For this reason, we can 

extract the feature dependency of information. The feature 

dependency derived from the relationship between subconccept 

and superconcept in concept lattice. In addition, the concept 

lattice prevent the redundancy inside a huge data [2, 12]. Thus, 

in this work we applied FCA to build knowledge structure using 

the previous medical history data. This knowledge base can 

generate strong association rules with attribute implication in 

order to find out the useful association relationship or pattern 

between the diagnosis and prognosis of several diseases. Thus, 

this work uses the extracted implication rules from the 

knowledge base to advice patients.  

At the same time, the Internet has been widely used to 

promote many fields because of growing easy access anytime 

and anywhere. For this reason, many web applications for 

healthcare were developed. The online medical diagnostic is 

one aspect to serve the growth in number of patients. It has great 

potential to become a low-cost and effective source of basic 

healthcare promotion interventions. The patients can diagnose 

themselves in elementary case before they go to see the doctors. 

Thus, this work develops the medical diagnostic system based 

on web application using the mentioned attribute implication. 

The presented system supports Thai language. The challenge of 

diagnostic descriptions with this language is the difficulties in 

detecting Thai words and statements because it is a tie of 

context.  

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides 

background of data mining technique, FCA, and Thai word 

segmentation. In Section 3, we present our proposed medical 

diagnostic system. Section 4 shows experiment results. Finally, 

Section 5 concludes the article. 

 

II. BACKGROUND 
 

A. Data Mining 

In order to present the rationale of our system, it is essential 
to first present a brief description of data mining. The processes 
of discovery knowledge are recalled as follows in [10]. Data 
mining refers to extract a knowledge from large amounts of 

data. This paper divides process of data mining into 4 steps as 

follows. 

 

i. Data pre-processing 

This is an important step in the knowledge discovery process, 

because quality of knowledge depend on quality of data. In the 

real world data tend to be dirty, incomplete and inconsistent. 
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Thus, the step can help to improve the accuracy and efficiency 

of the subsequent mining process. The process of this step 

consists of data cleaning, data integration, and data 

transformation. This work is prepared for medical diagnostic in 

Thai language using Thai word segment. Moreover, we clean 

data and fill the missing value for incomplete data by doctor. 

The result is ready for next step in relational database form. 
 

ii. Data reduction 

This step can be applied to obtain a reduced representation of 

data set. The smaller volume is built to closely maintain the 

integrity of the original data. That is, mining on the reduced 

data set should be more efficient yet produce the same (or 

almost the same) analytical results. For instance, the researchers 

apply rough set to reduce data prior extracting the knowledge 

[3]. 

 

iii. Data modelling/ discovery 

This step extracts knowledge from the prepared data. Mostly, 

data modelling/ discovery apply intelligent methods to achieve 

data pattern. The discovery knowledge can be represented with 

the tasks of classification, clustering, association and so on. In 

this work, we use association rule to discovery knowledge by 

using FCA.  
 

iv. Solution analysis 

This step involves analysis of the results from data 

modelling/ discovery. The solution in our work is used to 

advice patients. To demonstrate the performance of our system, 

this work is assessed based on preference of users. Moreover, 

we compare the correctness of the prognosis between using 

associate rules and without. 

 

B. Formal Concept Analysis 

Formal concept analysis (FCA) [2 ,19] is a approach to data 

analysis with concept lattice form.  The concept lattice structure 

indicate to hierarchical of data in explicit and implicit 

knowledge. The implicit knowledge is embedded in the data, 

and can be extracted in the form of dependency rules among the 

attributes describing the objects. 

A formal context 𝕂: =  (𝐺, 𝑀, 𝐼)include 𝐺, 𝑀, and 𝐼 where 𝐺 

is called the objects, 𝑀 is called the attributes  and 𝐼 is the 

relation between 𝐺  and 𝑀  of the context. (𝑔, 𝑚) 𝐼  express 

that the object 𝑔 has the attribute 𝑚 . For a set 𝐴  𝐺 of objects, 

𝐴′   is defined as follows 𝐴′: =  {𝑚 𝑀 |𝑔𝐼𝑚  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑔𝐴}. 

Correspondingly, for a set 𝐵  𝑀 of attributes, 𝐵′ is defined as 

follows 𝐵′ : =  {𝑔𝐺 | 𝑔𝐼𝑚  𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑚𝐵}. 
A formal concept of  𝕂: =  (𝐺, 𝑀, 𝐼) is a pair (𝐴, 𝐵) with 

𝐴  𝐺, 𝐵  𝑀, 𝐴′ = 𝐵 and 𝐵′=A, where  𝐴 is the extent and 𝐵 

is the intent of (𝐴, 𝐵). All formal concept is built to concept 

lattice. For more details, see [2]. This structure provides 

implication between attributes inside its hierarchical structure. 

Attribute implication (over set of attributes 𝑀 ) is an 

expression 𝐴 ⇒  𝐵 , where 𝐴, 𝐵 ⊆  𝑀  ( 𝐴  and 𝐵  are sets of 

attributes). The implication can be read as: if an object has all 

attributes from A, then it also has all attributes from B and holds 

in the context (𝐺, 𝑀, 𝐼)  if 𝐴′ ⊆  𝐵′.  An implication can 

measure dependency by considering subconcepts and 

superconcepts from concept lattice. For more details, see [2]. 

This work applies FCA with attribute implication where set 

of objects is disease and remedy, and set of attributes is 

keywords of description of symptom. This knowledge base can 

generate attribute implication to find association relationship 

between symptoms of diagnosis in order to identify disease and 

remedy.  

 

C. Thai Word Segmentation 

This proposed system supports Thai query and stores medical 

history to suggest more correct prognosis. We applied Thai 

word segmentation approach to manage the Thai medical data. 

The feature of Thai word is streaming string led to more 

complex. Moreover, this language does not have boundary 

delimiters of character or word [5, 24]. For this reason, many 

researcher developed the approach for Thai language wrapping 

with using dictionary and non-dictionary to retrieve the 

keyword or word as discussed in [26].  To implement our 

system, we apply Thai Segmentation Program [28] to obtain 

keywords or word from Thai medical history data. At the same 

time, user's query use this method to obtain keywords or word. 

The process of word segmentation is showed in Figure 1. 

 

Medical 

History

Thai word 

segmentation

Stoplist/

Stopword

Keywords

User

Thai word 

segmentation

Stoplist/

Stopword

Keywords

Knowledge base

Advice to user
 

 
Figure 1: Thai word segmentation for retrieving knowledge to advice user 

 

From Figure 1, the medical history consists of description 

symptom of disease and remedy in Thai free text form.  It will 

be cropped with Thai Segmentation Program [28] in words in 

this work. Next, the stoplist (or stopwords) is used to achieve 

the indexing of word. At the same time, when the user input 

query to search name of disease with Thai free text in symptom 

form and then the joint symptom will be advised to enhance 

correctness of prognosis disease. The query will be also 

cropped into words and using a stoplist to obtain keywords for 

matching query and the prepared knowledge. The result shows 

the list of joint symptoms to provide user with more 

information. 

 

III. RELATED WORKS 

 

Data mining applications of health have tremendous potential 

and usefulness [7,9,17]. In healthcare, data mining is used for 

the diagnosis and prognosis of diseases and to identify the 

relationship that occurs among several diseases. As healthcare 
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data are not limited to only quantitative data, it is also necessary 

to explore the use of data mining to expand the scope of what 

health care data mining can do. 

The data mining techniques can used for supervised learning 

and unsupervised learning tasks. The supervised learning task 

will construct concise model of class labels for predictive 

feature [10]. The task of supervised learning is applied in 

healthcare application. For instance, Ruijuan [18] improved 

ID3 algorithm for breast-cancer prediction with 80% accuracy. 

Shweta [20] discussed various data mining approaches that had 

been utilized for breast cancer diagnosis and prognosis. The 

author reviews data mining techniques to apply in diagnosis and 

prognosis of cancer disease. The author found that decision tree 

is the best predictor with 93.62% accuracy of classification 

using UCI and SEER dataset, and the Bayesian network is a 

popular technique in medical prediction particularly. Sellappan 

et al. [21] developed a prototype Intelligent Heart Disease 

Prediction System (IHDPS) using data mining techniques. They 

used decision trees, naïve bayes and neural network to compare 

classification accuracy. The results show that each technique 

has its unique strength in realizing the objectives of the defined 

mining goals. Moreover, the supervised learning in data mining 

techniques is discussed in much healthcare research surveyed 

in [1, 9, 14]. Thus, the supervised learning is successfully 

applied to enhance the prognosis and diagnosis.  

On the other hand, the unsupervised learning task by using 

data mining techniques is regarded as a cluster analysis task. 

Cluster analysis or clustering aim to group a set of closest 

feature and divide the difference feature between groups. Each 

the closest group is called cluster [10]. In healthcare, cluster 

analysis is applied to divide numerous medical data into cluster 

due to small data. Each cluster can be identified with same 

feature that derive from the extraction of knowledge [22]. For 

instance, in [22], Bala et al. applied the K-Means clustering 

technique to predict heart disease diagnosis by using real and 

artificial datasets to experiment their system. 

In addition, one of the most popular approaches in data 

mining is discovering association rules surveyed in [15, 17]. 

The researchers improve algorithm of association rule mining 

to enhance the performance of knowledge discovery [8, 11, 27]. 

Association rule mining is applied to improve decision making 

in medical diagnosis. Sridar et al. [14] applied association rule 

mining with artificial neural network (ANN) for the diagnosis 

of diabetes fully based online with real time input. It gives 

greater accuracy, more reliability and ease of use and 

maintenance. Rashid et al. [16] applied association rules mining 

for finding co-occurrences of diseases. The researchers 

implemented the system using clinical state correlation 

prediction (CSCP) with the healthcare repository that derived 

from patients. Sengupta et al. [6] applied Apriori association 

rule algorithm to discover associative rules among the clinical 

parameters in brain tumor data warehouse. The results indicate 

that the presented approach can follow the diagnostic procedure 

of brain tumor from large data volumes.  Exarchos et al. [23] 

used association rule to extract rule-based classification model 

for the detection of ischemic beats in long duration 

electrocardiographic (ECG) recordings. Also, association rule 

mining is applied to give an efficient diagnosis in image form 

[1, 13]. For example, in [13], the authors develop a method 

based on association rule-mining to enhance the diagnosis of 

ultrasound kidney images. The method uses association rule 

mining to analyze the medical images and automatically 

generates suggestions of diagnosis. 

In summary, the association rule mining is widely used to 

fulfill healthcare tasks. It is suitable for using in suggesting or 

predicting the diagnosis and prognosis in medical data 

warehouse. The association rules are derived from general 

knowledge that is representative of big data. However, the 

specific knowledge still require to response to user. Thus, a 

better way to achieve two types of knowledge at the same time 

is required. FCA is one approach to prepare both general and 

specific knowledge because it is represented through 

hierarchical conceptual structures called concept lattices. This 

structure provides specific knowledge through hierarchical 

conceptual and provides general knowledge through 

implication rules. For this reason, we applied FCA to extract the 

knowledge from the medical diagnosis system. 

 

IV. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 

Figure 2 illustrated an overview of our system for users and 

admin. Firstly, administrator deals with previous medical data 

from clinics and local hospitals in data warehouse form. The 

admin prepares the medical data in Thai language that include 

symptom, disease, remedy and doctor using Thai word 

segmentation to obtain keywords. Afterwards, the set of 

keywords is reformed into knowledge base structure by using 

FCA. Secondly, when users or patients input detail of symptom, 

it will be matched with implication rules from knowledge base 

to identify co-symptom. Consequently, our system will interact 

with users and suggest the co-symptom to enhance the 

prognosis and remedy.    

 

Implication rules
Match query and 

rules
Input query

User

Knowledge base

Manipulate 

medical data

Advice joint 

symtom to user 

Admin

Use FCA to 

generate KB 

structure

Data mining technique

Prognosis disease 

and remedy

 
Figure 2: Overview our proposed system 

 

Applying data mining technique, we use implication to 

achieve associate rules from the previous medical data to 

generate knowledge base. The set of keywords is represented in 

attribute form and name of disease is represented in object form. 

Both keyword and name of disease are derived from Thai word 

segmentation. There are used to generate associate rules for the 

extracted knowledge for suggestion to user. Table 1 show an 

example derived from Thai word segmentation. Consequently, 

the obtained data is used to construct knowledge base in 

concept lattice form showed in Figure 3 (left).  Next, the 

concept lattice is extracted with implication rules showed in 

Figure 3 (right). 
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Table 1  

An example of medical data after using Thai word segmentation 
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กรวยไตอกัเสบเรือ้รัง  
(Chronic pyelonephritis) 

1 1 1 1 0 0 

นิว่ไต (Kidney stones) 0 1 0 1 1 1 

นิว่ทอ่ไต  
(Ureteral calculi) 

0 0 0 1 1 1 

นิว่กระเพาะปัสสาวะ  
(Bladder stones) 

0 0 0 1 0 1 

กระเพาะปัสสาวะอกัเสบ  
(Urinary infection) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

ทอ่ปัสสาวะตบี  
(Urethral stricture) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

 

 

 

 
 

(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 3: Concept lattice from Table 1 (a) and implication rules from concept 
lattice (b) 

 

The proposed overview system is developed as showed in 

Figure 4. This figure shows an example of application i.e. 

homepage and input interface to users. Next, the users click 

diagnosis button and our system presents co-symptom (to be 

selected by users) that is derived from implication rules by 

using FCA. The output shows detail of prognosis disease, 

remedy and suggested doctor.  Moreover, our system can 

present the details of doctors who will be involved with treating 

advised prognosis. 

We developed our system as online website. PHP language is 

used to implement system while MySQL database is used as 

database of detail of disease, remedy and doctor that is obtained 

from local hospitals in Surat Thani Province, Thailand. This 

data in Thai language consists of 100 records of symptom, 

diseases, remedy and doctor. We use 100 queries to test 

interaction and correctness of prognosis disease between our 

system and user’s query.  The result is showed as follows: 

 
Table 2 

The performance of our system to explain prognosis disease by using 
implication rules in FCA 

 

Detail of experiment 
Amount of correctness 

(Times) 

Ability  to show the co-symptom 89 

Not show the co-symptom 11 

Ability of suggesting doctor to user 65 

Correctness of disease prediction 71 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Some part of implementation for medical diagnostic 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

The purpose of this paper is to apply data mining technique 

for medical diagnostic system on web application supporting 

Thai language. This web would help users to reduce expense 

and time of visiting doctors. It is capable of giving preliminary 

diagnosis. The proposed system will discover the implication 

knowledge with association rules derived from formal concept 

analysis (FCA) to suggest co-symptom for diagnosis more 

correctly. The association rules are built from its subconcept 

and superconcept relation from concept lattice. Moreover, a 

diagnostic system supporting Thai queries is challenging 

because of difficulty in detecting Thai words and statements. 

The proposed system supporting Thai language is challenged 

Rule 1:  อาการซดี ==> อาการเพลยี, ความดนัโลหติสงู, ปวดเอว 
   [anemia    ==> fatigue, high blood pressure, lumbago ] 

 

Rule 2: อาการเพลยี ==> ปวดเอว 
  [fatigue        ==>  lumbago] 

 

Rule 3: ปวดบดิ    ==> ปวดเอว 
  [twist pain ==> lumbago] 
 

Rule 4: ความดนัโลหติสงู ==> อาการซดี, อาการเพลยี, ปวดเอว 
  [high blood pressure ==> anemia, fatigue, lumbago] 

 

Rule 5: อาการเพลยี ปวดเอว ปวดบดิ ==> ปัสสวะล าบาก 

  [fatigue, lumbago, twist pain ==> difficulty urinating] 
 

Rule 6: ปวดเอว ปัสสวะล าบาก  ==> ปวดบดิ  

  [lumbago, difficulty urinating ==> twist pain ] 

BOTTOM 

[difficulty urinating] 
[lumbago] 

[twist pain] 
[fatigue] 

[anemia] 

[high blood pressure] 

TOP 
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because this language is streaming string without the boundary 

delimiters. The proposed system is developed based on online 

web application to demonstrate real situation. The result shows 

that the proposed system can suggest co-symptom to achieve 

better accuracy for medical diagnostic. 
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